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ABSTRACT
The performance of silent film scores with live screenings of silent films is an
artform that is still enjoyed by 21st century audiences. One of the most frequently
performed examples of this is The Phantom of the Opera (1925). In addition to being an
iconic film in the history of Hollywood cinema, this film possesses a full orchestral score
which allows it to have accessibility for mainstream concert-hall performance. Live film
music has become increasingly popular in mainstream concert halls, and there is a
consistent need for accessible repertoire in this medium.
Performing a silent film with live orchestral accompaniment is also an artform
that has largely remained unchanged since the 1920s. Silent film scores do not generally
possess aids such as click tracks or punch and streamer systems to assist a conductor. As
a result of this, modern-day conductors may be unfamiliar with methods needed to
synchronize an orchestral score with a silent film on a screen. The purpose of this study is
to provide conductors with a guide to one of the earliest known scores to The Phantom of
the Opera to help make the score more accessible for mainstream performance. This
study provides an overview of the score, a breakdown of the score’s musical and
aesthetic traits to allow for optimum synchronization with the film, and a list of errata for
ease of performance.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
The 1925 Universal Pictures release The Phantom of the Opera is a beloved silent
movie that has captured the minds of viewers for generations. Whether it be from its
gripping narrative, massive realistic sets, or Lon Cheney’s groundbreaking portrayal of a
Hollywood villain, this film has become synonymous with the evolution of Hollywood
filmmaking, and it is still enjoyed by a variety of audiences today. Like many silent films,
one of its groundbreaking characteristics is a score that brings to life all aspects of the
film’s intended sound design. The compilation score to The Phantom of the Opera by
Gustav Hinrichs and Max Winkler from 1925 is still performed today with live musicians
when the film receives a screening.
Silent film scores are unique because, in addition to being full orchestral pieces
of western music, they compensate for the absence of all sound by highlighting events or
actions in the film. Through this relationship, the score connects with the film’s aesthetic
traits. This is what makes silent film scores serve as steppingstones to modern film
scoring in the Classic Hollywood Style. At the at the same time, this is what also makes
these scores difficult to conduct. The score to The Phantom of the Opera is no exception.
This study aims to provide conductors with the necessary steps needed to learn and
perform the score for modern performances in accordance with the style and performance
practice of the silent film era.

1

LITERATURE REVIEW
Much of the published literature on silent film performance practice pertains to
how the music is constructed and its general functionality within films. This can come in
the form of scholarly survey texts such as Music and the Silent Film: Contexts and Case
Studies, 1895-1924 by Martin Marks and Silent Film Sound by Rick Altman, which
explore all facets of sound used in conjunction with silent movies. The section of the
Altman’s book entitled “Musical Practice” discusses the various functionalities and
performance practices of silent films scores as they correlate with action on the screen.1
While there is no direct reference to the term aesthetic or aesthetic traits, the author’s
methods of describing sound characteristics of silent films is still informative for purpose
of modern performances.
There are also plenty of surviving historical texts that relate to the performance
practice of silent film scores. However, these guides are either just generalized toward
any musician or tend to lean more toward guiding theater organists. Erno Rapee’s
Encyclopedia of Music for Pictures as well as Motion Picture Moods for Pianists and
Organists are resources that are meant to aide in the musical decision-making process in
regard to programming for different scenes in a silent movie.2 Rapee advises on the
various ways a silent film musician needs to program, perform, and synchronize the
music based on the emotions, thematic developments, or characterizations that occur in a
scene. George Benyon’s Musical Presentaion of Motion Pictures is another resource
from the silent film era that shares the a similar philosophy to the Rapee featuring
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additional points about light, color, and atmosphere of the music in relation to a film.3
The score for The Phantom of the Opera is already compiled by the composers Gustav
Hinrichs and Max Winkler, but sources like this can give a conductor insight on
identifying the different genres of music featured in a film to better understand their
aesthetics. In Motion Picture Moods, Rapee provides a sizable compilation of keyboard
music with their various characters labeled in the margins. However, while some are
valid, these are often dated methods of descriptive association.4
The organ was a massive factor in silent film scoring. Oftentimes, the majority of
movie houses in the 1920s could only hold an organ or an organ and a small orchestra.
This is why much of the surviving literature from the silent film era is geared toward
theater organists. Nevertheless, theater organists served as music directors for live silent
film performances; so, these guides are still useful when looking for optimal
synchronization techniques. The most iconic of these texts is Musical Accompaniment of
Moving Pictures by Edith Lang and George West. This text lays out all elements for what
a performer needs to do for programming and synchronizing a scene, including the use of
improvisation and points of harmony changes to look for.5
Rodney Sauer, Music Director of the Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra has
written extensively about the functionality of silent film music. On the Mont Alto
webpage, Mr. Sauer has provided readers with a basic Frequently Asked Questions guide
for interpreting and programming silent film or “photoplay” music.6

Benyon, Musical Presentation of Motion Pictures.
Rapee, Motion Picture Moods for Pianists and Organists.
5
Lang and West, Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures.
6
Sauer, “Photoplay Music.”
3

4

3

Conductor Gillian Anderson has published articles that detail some of her
experiences performing as well as the restoration process of scores. She has also written
commentary on the roles of musicians in silent film movie houses. Her most well-known
work, Music for Silent Films, 1894-1929 A Guide, depicts the role of the conductor in the
movie house. It also offers a brief summary of scoring tendencies. However, outside of
pointing out performance practice mistakes of conductors from the silent film era, it stops
short of offering any “how to” instruction for specific films.7 Still, the book does provide
a valuable resource for conductors with a full encyclopedia of programming information
for over one thousand silent film scores in the style of the David Daniels orchestral music
guide.8 Neither Mr. Sauer nor Ms. Anderson offer step-by-step approaches for the entire
rehearsal and performance process for any one specific film.
NEED FOR STUDY
What existing scholarship on silent film scores does not offer is any preparation
guides for conductors to use when preparing a single silent film score for modern
performances. In general, there has not been written guidance for conducting any film
scores when accompanying a live screening. However, most sound film scores are
arranged in a conventional full score with cueing aides, such as a click track or punch and
streamer system. This is not the case with The Phantom of the Opera or most silent film
scores. While Hollywood silent films and the art of performing them with live orchestral
accompaniment may be an older artform, the scores that accompany these films are still
used and performed with the same methods as they would have been during that time
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period. The Phantom of the Opera score is a compilation score arranged in a piano
reduction with numerous markings that are prone to be confusing and could be unclear to
any conductor that studies the score for the first time. There are no technical aides for the
conductor to use for timings or synchronization. In addition, because of the reduction
format, the score has very few specific cues for instruments.
There has also been a growing evolution in orchestral concert programming that
has stimulated an increase in the inclusion of Hollywood film score performances with
live video screenings in concert halls worldwide. According to historian John
Burlingame’s article in Variety magazine, film scores have “gone from an occasional
novelty to being a vital part of the concert-going experience.” 9 However, conducting
these film concerts requires a specific skill set not often studied in most paths of
conductor education.
In addition, these film concerts are often expensive to produce. In fact, it can cost
in the $30,000 - $50,000 range in production expenses alone to produce a live motion
picture concert with an orchestra. As a result, smaller to mid-size orchestras may not have
the budget to produce these kinds of performances.
Silent films however, present an opportunity for orchestras to perform Hollywood
motion pictures with live orchestral accompaniment while cutting down on production
costs. While some silent films will not have marketability with today’s audiences, some
undoubtably do. Horror movies from the silent film era are among the films receiving the
most performances with orchestras. One of the most frequently performed scores of this
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genre is The Phantom of the Opera (1925).10 Due to this film’s notoriety and the fact that
it carries a current production cost of just $5,000 - $7,000, this score can easily be
programmed with orchestras of many varieties (professional, semi-professional,
academic, etc.). Since The Phantom of the Opera is still relevant and relatively
inexpensive to produce, it is an ideal film to examine for the purposes of this study.
METHODOLOGY
This guide provides a step-by-step approach for programing, preparing, and
rehearsing the score to The Phantom of the Opera. For primary reference material, I
consulted and have provided examples from a scan of the only reconstruction of this
version of score in its present condition. This is done in conjunction with recordings of
my own performances and a DVD disc recording of the movie that contains a specific
restoration the score is tailored to fit. In addition, I have conducted interviews with
Dennis James, who specializes as an organ soloist for this piece. I have also consulted
with Rodney Sauer, Music Director of the Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra. Mr.
Sauer has curated and performed numerous silent film scores and serves as a frequent
point of reference for conductors when compiling and performing music for silent films
in accordance with the practices of the time period.
ORGANIZATION AND DESIGN
This study is divided into four main components that serve as the necessary steps
to prepare the score for performance. They are the history and overview of the score,
musical analysis, ethical considerations, and considerations for rehearsals and
performances. The history and overview portion will provide the reader with background
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information about the score, how it was assembled, and how it correlates to the film. This
is relevant information due to the nature of the score not being presented as a
conventional conductor’s full score. The musical analysis portion includes methods of
traditional analysis as well as analysis in terms of aesthetics. The ethical considerations
portion discusses issues around culturally dated material prevalent in silent movies. The
rehearsals and performance considerations portion provides the reader with the necessary
logistical steps for facilitating a performance of the score. In addition, this study provides
an errata section to clarify any errors or inconsistencies a conductor could encounter
when viewing the score (Appendix A).
The version of the score used in this study is a reconstruction by theater organist
Dennis James and conductor Carl Daehler. It is the only copy that is known to exist.
Therefore, this version of the score has passed through many conductors throughout its
performance history, and is treated as a primary source in its present condition. The score
contains handwritten notes from Carl Daehler and other conductors who have worked
with Dennis James during the early performances of this restoration. Mr. James has
elected to leave these notes in the score as they provide vital aid. Sections of the score
referenced in this study are denoted by musical number and are presented as incipits in
their present condition with handwritten markings being included. How the handwritten
marks are meant to be interpreted is discussed in the score overview portion of this study.
For additional clarification and reconstruction of the handwritten markings, an appendix
is included that that details errata. When there is a correlation reference to the film,
timestamps from the specific score-tailored DVDs are referenced with the disc number,
hour, minute and second of the film in which they occur (e.g. Disc X, X:XX:XX).

7

CHAPTER 2
SCORE HISTORY AND OVERVIEW
HISTORY OF THE FILM AND SCORE
To understand the functionality of the score, one needs a basic understanding of
the film’s narrative. The Phantom of the Opera was produced in 1925 by film maker Carl
Laemmle and featured the talents of Lon Chaney, Mary Philbin with Rupert Julian
directing. To best sum up the narrative of the story, The Phantom of the Opera is a
macabre story based on French author Gaston Leroux’s novel, Le Fantôme de l’Opéra
(1910). A disfigured eccentric being (played by Chaney) lurks beneath the Paris Opera
House terrorizing the people in it. As he lives a life of isolation, he takes note of an
aspiring young opera singer named Christine (played by Philbin). He lures her to his lair
and secretly coaches her to sing majestically. The relationship turns tragic when he falls
in love with her and eventually kidnaps her to prevent her from being with her fiancé.
The score was composed by noted silent film composers Gustav Hinrichs and
Max Winkler. Hinrichs built a reputation as an opera conductor and arranger in the
United States at the turn of the century. Winkler was a co-founder of the Belwin-Mills
publishing company which would contract exclusively with Hollywood movie studios to
mass-produce scores.11 However, the word “composed” can be complicated because the
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score is what is known as a compilation score. Films of this time period needed scores to
preserve their narratives because of the lack of synchronous dialogue. At the request of
filmmakers, music publishers were commissioned to compile music to create a score that
would not just provide music for the film, but give it all facets of sound design. Upon
completion of the film, a publishing company would compile a score based on the final
edits of the film. Notice that “edits” is in plural, as films were often re-cut by hand at this
time leaving multiple versions that may have been seen by audiences. Scores were often
assembled in piano reductions so that they could be performed by either a full orchestra, a
reduced ensemble, or a theater organ. Many movie houses only had a theater organ and
lacked the space or resources for a full orchestra. This is how accompanying from the
theater organ became its own artform. Whether it was solely organ or organ with
orchestra, these compilation scores would provide both the musical complement for the
movie and all of the sound effects. Rodney Sauer describes the silent film compilation
score as follows:
A "compiled score" is assembled from a library of pre-written music and was the
most common type of orchestral silent film score. Each scene is scored by
choosing an appropriate piece—storm music for storm scenes, romantic music for
love scenes, etc. Since all of the music is already composed and orchestrated, a
complete orchestral score can be assembled and rehearsed in a matter of days.
When the film’s run is over, the music was filed back into the library to be reused
later.12
Due to the complicated nature of a compiled score featuring many compositions
assembled into one, Hinrichs and Winkler are the composers credited with composing the
score, but far more individuals made musical contributions to it. This is because the score
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contains classical orchestral repertoire from the standard western catalog, stock or
“photoplay” pieces, and improvisation.
As an example of western catalog usage in The Phantom of the Opera, the score
makes use of the of incidental music, dances, and arias from the opera Faust by Charles
Gounod. This works well with the film because, as stated previously, The Phantom of the
Opera takes place during a production of Faust. While not labeled with direct title, the
example below, which is used as the film’s overture, is Le Danse de Phyné from Faust
(Example 2.1).
Stock or photoplay music is essentially music composed for general use to suit
different types of action on-screen. The classification of photoplay music can be a bit
complicated, as silent movies often used standard classical repertoire to accompany
action on the screen, even when that work may not have an association with that film. On
the term photoplay and differentiating it from the term “stock,” Rodney Sauer states,
I try not to get too hung up on the definition, because there could be a lot of
pointless splitting hairs. I use the term as “music that was published in theaterorchestra arrangements and was found in the libraries of silent movie orchestras.”
For music that was labeled or titled for silent film music, inclusion in this
category is not in dispute. Light salon music and dance music? I’d say “yes,”
though the composer’s intended audience may have been different. But it would
be impossible to score many “modern” comedies without some dance music.
Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries was definitely used in silent film scores, and
appears on cue sheets. But if someone wants to argue that it’s not photoplay
music, I won’t waste time arguing. Wagner of course did not intend it for that
purpose. But music publishers made it available for theater orchestras, and cue
sheet compilers used it for that purpose.13
Due to this ambiguity of the definition, I will use the term “stock” piece when discussing
any piece of repertoire that is used to accompany the film not from Gounod’s Faust.
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Example 2.1 The Phantom of the Opera, Overture, mm. 1-31

11

Example 2.2 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 6a, mm. 1-16
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Example 2.2 is a stock piece from The Phantom of the Opera that is not composed
by Hinrichs or Winkler. This is because multiple composers were employed by the
publishing companies that were partnered with creating the scores for silent movies. As
stated above, these pieces were for general use. This means that this same prelude,
composed by Maurice Baron, could be used in different silent movies. Composers would
write these pieces for a variety or themes, moods, or scene types. The compliers would
simply make artistic choices about how they should be used in several different films.
This example of a stock piece is not composed by Hinrichs or Winkler. This is
because multiple composers were employed by the publishing companies that were
partnered with creating the scores for silent movies. As stated above, these pieces were
for general use. This means that this same prelude, composed by Maurice Baron, could
be used in different silent movies. Composers would write these pieces for a variety or
themes, moods, or scene types. The compliers would simply make artistic choices about
how they should be used in several different films.
Improvisation was commonplace in silent film scores and indications for its use
were generally geared toward theater organists.14 Theater organists would be trained in
the art of improvisation to underscore action on-screen. This would come in the form of
creating original melodies, vamping motives, or inserting pre-written organ literature at
the artist’s discretion. This is discussed extensively in the Lang and West text, but much
of it was passed down through theater organists over time. Compilers like Hinrichs and
Winkler were aware of this and call for improvisation by the organist numerous times in
the score.

14
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EDITION INFORMATION
This score in its present condition is the score believed to have been used at the
Los Angeles premiere of The Phantom of the Opera in 1925. The score was reconstructed
through the research efforts of theater organist Dennis James and conductor Carl Daehler.
On compiling the score, Dennis James testifies:
I was given the published piano-conductor part of the original Hinrichs & Winkler
scoring set that had been kept by Philadelphia theater organist Vi Eggars from her
having purloined it out of her playing it in the original run of the film. Having that
in hand, I decided to re-construct the score with a complete set of new parts to be
able to perform it again with full orchestra. I began by contacting the many film
music composers, film music collectors, music archives and various silent film
world participants to locate as many of the actual compilation-source component
pieces and parts sets as I could find, and then recreating the rest following the
methods evident in the surviving originals.15
Silent movies often had rough and/or multiple cuts of the film. The Los Angeles
premiere cut of the film survives in the form of a 1929 re-release. That is the exact cut
that the current edition of the score closely follows. The DVD discs that accompany the
score for modern performances (and the ones used in this study) reflect this 1929 rerelease. The DVDs are custom dubs made for Dennis James by noted film restorationist
David Shepard. Shepard created the DVDs via digital transfer from the film print
archives at the George Eastman House. The film is a 1.33:1 silent aperture flat print in
black and white with a few scenes in Technicolor. The digital transfer was made at the
projection speed of 21 frames per second.
The James/Daehler edition would need to be re-arranged to fit different cuts of
the movie. Dennis James has stated that there are other orchestral versions of the Hinrichs
and Winkler score in existence, but it is unclear who has possession of them or with what

15
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cuts of the film they fit.16 According to Rodney Sauer, the Hinrichs and Winkler score for
solo piano is available in the public domain.17

Figure 2.1 The Phantom of the Opera, Front cover to the conductor score

16
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Conductor Carl Daehler worked with Dennis James to finish reconstructing the
parts for the full orchestra instrumentation to premiere the score in 1988 in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. This version of the score and parts is what is still used today. While much of
the score is no longer under copyright, Dennis James exclusively owns the only original
copies of score and orchestra parts via his production company Dennis James
Productions (Figure 2.1).
ORGANIZATION OF THE SCORE
The score is a piano-reduction score that is divided into two acts mirroring the
structure of the film. Act one consists of an overture and twenty-six musical numbers (52
minutes). Act two consists of an entr’acte and twenty-three musical numbers (46
minutes). The musical numbers are labeled chronologically, spanning the entirety of the
score (i.e.1-50). The following table contains a list in chronological order of all musical
numbers used within the compilation score to The Phantom of the Opera. This includes
titles, composers, and aesthetic classification. For more information on the aesthetic
classifications, please see chapter three.
Table 2.1 List of Music Numbers for The Phantom of the Opera
Musical Number
Overture
1 (Organ Solo)
2
3

Number Title Name
(if provided)
Le Danse de Phyné
from Faust
Toccata in D Minor
The Conqueor
Les Nubiennes
from Faust

Composer
(if provided)
Charles Gounod

Aesthetic
Classification

Johann Sebastian
Bach
Maurice Baron
Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic

4 (Organ Solo)
5a

Non-Diegetic
Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Les Nubiennes
from Faust

Charles Gounod

5b (Organ Solo)

Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

16

Table 2.1 List of Music Numbers for The Phantom of the Opera (continued)
5c
6a
6b
6c
7 (Organ Solo)
8
9 (Organ Solo)
10
11
12 (Organ Solo)
13a
13b (Organ Solo)
14
15
16 (Organ Solo)
17a
17b
18
19 (Organ Solo)
20
21a
21b
22 (Organ Solo)
23
24

Les Nubiennes from
Faust
Prelude to Mystery
Drama
Shakespearian
Sketch No. II
Oriental Furioso

Charles Gounod

Diegetic

Maurice Baron

Non-Diegetic

Maurice Baron

Non-Diegetic

Victor Boehnlein

Apotheosis from
Faust

Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Diegetic

Because You Say
Goodbye

Sol P. Levy

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Meta-Diegetic

The Jewel Song
from Faust
Oriental Furioso
Tragic Theme

Victor Boehnlein
Paul Vely

Misterioso
Dramatique No. 54
Dramatic Reproach
Introduction to Act I
from Faust

Gaston Borch

Meta-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Irénée Bergé
Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Irénée Bergé
Edwin Kilenyi
Maurice Baron

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Charles Gounod
Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetc

Dramatic Reproach
Majestic Mysterioso
Prelude to Mystery
Drama
Va t’en from Faust
Introduction to Act
III from Faust
(Intermezzo and
Song)

25a (Organ Solo)
25b
25c (Organ Solo)
25d
25e (Organ Solo)

Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Meta-Diegetic
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Table 2.1 List of Music Numbers for The Phantom of the Opera (continued)
26a
26b
Entr’acte
No. 27
28a
28b
29 (Organ Solo)
30
31
32 (Organ Solo)
33
34 (Organ Solo)
35a
35b
36 (Organ Solo)
37
38
39 (Organ Solo)
40
41 (Organ Solo)
42
43a (Organ Solo)
43b
44a
44b
45 (Organ)
46a
46b
47
48a
48b
48c

Dramatic Reproach
Va t’en from Faust

Irénée Bergé
Charles Gounod

Vin o Bière from
Faust

Shakespearian
Sketch No. II

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Maurice Baron

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Creepy Creeps

Gaston Borch

Le Roi de Thule
from Faust
(introduction)
Because You Say
Goodbye

Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Diegetic

Sol P. Levy

Non-Diegetic

The King of Thule
from Faust

Charles Gounod

Non-Diegetic
Diegetic

Gaston Borch

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Gaston Borch

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Shakespearian
Sketch No. II
Emotional Agitato
Sinister Theme

Maurice Baron

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Mob Rule

Giuseppe Becce

Emotional Agitato

Domenico Savino

Prelude to Mystery
Drama

Maurice Baron

Misterioso
Dramatique No. 54
Misterioso
Dramatique No. 54

Domenico Savino
Paul Vely
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Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Table 2.1 List of Music Numbers for The Phantom of the Opera (continued)
49a

Dramatic Agitato
No. 1

49b (Organ Solo)
50

Toccata

Henry Hough

Non-Diegetic

Leon Bollemann

Non-Diegetic
Non-Diegetic

Some of the movements contain cues for individual instruments written in next to
the music note heads. Others are simply a piano or organ part. As mentioned previously,
the score possesses a series of handwritten notes that guide a conductor for pacing the
film. This can come in the form of describing the action on the screen or offering the
proper tempo for a given musical number. They are written in bold font and usually have
a circle around them. Notes written with quotation marks indicate the text shown on the
dialogue title that appears on the screen. Dialogue titles are text cards that display what
the actors are saying in a scene. Due to the lack of recorded sound, the viewer would see
actors visibly speak, and then a dialogue title would appear on the screen stating the exact
text that was spoken. Sometimes, titles are text cards that appear giving a description of
the scene or section of the movie that was about to occur. Any other handwritten notes
are extraneous reminders that conductors may have entered to assist in their personal
rehearsal or performance process. These notes can be consulted, but should not be
considered “canon” when preparing the score for performance. For clarification of
handwritten markings, see Appendix A. The following score pages are examples of the
above criteria without (Example 2.3) and with instrumental cues (Example 2.4).
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Example 2.3 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 2, mm. 1-12
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Example 2.4 The Phantom of the Opera, No 20. mm. 1-16

On pages of the score that indicate a solo movement for theater organ, the
conductor is provided with a page that plainly says ORGAN and a description of what is
happening in the scene. These are the points in the score when the theater organist is
called upon to use improvisation (Example 2.5).
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Example 2.5 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 7

Scores for silent films were designed to suit a multitude of instrumentations. This
was to allow smaller movie houses, many of which had small orchestra pits and/or only a
theater organ, to perform the score live. In addition to the theater organ solo part, a
soprano solo is needed on account of there being two opera arias from Faust used in the
film (Disc 1, 0:22;45, Disc 2, 0:15;16). Due to those opera arias occurring at points of the
film when a full-scale opera production is being depicted, inclusion of the soprano solo is
strongly recommended for added realism. There is a harp part called for in the score,
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however, is not necessary, as it is only needed in the few movements of the work that use
the incidental music from Faust. It can be covered by the organ soloist using a harp stop.
The complete instrumentation for The Phantom of the Opera is as follows:
STANDARD THEATER ORCHESTRA (38 piece)
1 flute
8 first violins
1 oboe
6 second violins
2 clarinets (doubling Bb & A) 4 violas
1 bassoon
4 cellos
2 horns
2 double basses
2 trumpets
soprano solo
1 trombone
organ solo
1 timpani
1 percussion
1 harp (optional)
REDUCED SIZE PIT ORCHESTRA (28 Piece)
1 flute
4 first violins
1 oboe
4 second violins
2 clarinets (doubling Bb & A) 2 violas
1 bassoon
2 cellos
2 horns
2 double basses
2 trumpets
soprano solo
1 trombone
organ solo
1 timpani
1 percussion
Figure 2.2 The Phantom of the Opera, Instrumentation Charts
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CHAPTER 3
MUSICAL ANALYSIS
FORMAL ANALYSIS
The various musical numbers in The Phantom of the Opera are relatively simple
from a musical analysis perspective. They generally follow simple forms, with the most
common being a binary or rounded binary. The stock pieces are short in duration and
contain mainly 4-bar, 6-bar, or 8-bar phrase structures. The musical numbers featuring a
selection from Faust are pieces of late Romantic era literature, so the phrasing/harmony
can be varied.
Understanding the phrase structure of a given musical number will not only help
with shaping the score to fit the film, it will give the conductor phrase markers that can
double as instrument cues or landmarks for the musicians to follow. This can be of great
assistance to the conductor because, as stated previously, the score is a reduction and
does not contain direct instrument cues in many of the musical numbers.
The following example features this simple phrase structure with supporting
harmony (Examples. 3.1, 3.2). Musical number 40, entitled Mysterioso Dramatique No.
54, begins in C minor with an A section that contains two 8-bar phrases. In measure 16,
this A section cadences in G minor. In measure 17, the B section begins in the relative
key of Eb, but starts a 4-bar ascending 5ths sequence with a 2-bar extension. From that
point, the movement uses a series of 4-bar chromatic sequences until the final phrase. The
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final phrase, which begins at measure 43, is eight bars long (although the last bar is cut
from the score for film timing) and concludes with a resolution in C minor.
Example 3.1 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 40, mm. 1-30
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Example 3.2 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 40, mm. 31-49

ASTHETICAL ANALYSIS
The most important tool a conductor can use when interpreting silent film scores
is the film’s aesthetic traits. When accompanying silent films, musicians learned to pace
the scores based on the aesthetics pertaining to the emotions or actions occurring on the
screen when observing proper performance practice. Silent film scores such as The
Phantom of the Opera were upwards of an hour and a half to two hours long. Movie
26

houses would have to cycle through large amounts of music quickly to accommodate
multiple films in a short time span. To learn the scores efficiently, silent film musicians
used aesthetics as a basis for study and programing. This was a partial contributor to
movie houses recycling of the same repertoire they had in-house for different movies
According the guides of the silent film era, music selections were often classified
by the aesthetic of “mood.”18 However, the problem with using the mood classifications
of the 1920s to guide synchronization is that they may be a matter of opinion and can
have dated descriptive references. For example, the Rapee texts use different scene
classifications such as “Fire-Fighting, Gruesome, or Chinese.”19
These performance techniques have remained largely unchanged today. However,
while silent movies do receive performances with live orchestras, it is not at the same
level of frequency as when every movie house in the world was performing them on a
routine basis. Conductors today may or may not be familiar with the performance
practice, moods, or music styles of stock pieces. For my first performance of The
Phantom of the Opera in 2016, I spent hours analyzing the score attempting to learn
every character of each musical number. In this case, I was fortunate to have multiple
weeks of rehearsals to study the character of each movement and time to practice
synchronizing them with the film. When I revisited the score for a performance in 2018, I
was able to deepen my understanding of the score by looking at it aesthetically from a
sound usage perspective in relation to the Classic Hollywood Style.

18
19

Lang and West, Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures, 1.
Rapee, Motion Picture Moods for Pianists and Organists, v–xii.
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The Classic Hollywood Style (also known as Classic Hollywood Cinema) is the
term used to describe the combination of techniques prevalent in modern Hollywood
motion pictures. The characteristics of this expansive style can be categorized as follows:
a chain of events in a cause-effect relationship occurring in time and space; environments
that look realistic and believable to the viewer; there is evidence of continuity in the
editing of the film; a smooth sense of storytelling; and a linear sense of time.20
Hollywood film scores function in the Classic Hollywood Style by possessing
diegetic, non-diegetic, and in some cases meta-diegetic aesthetical sound traits. While the
Classic Hollywood Style did not become the norm in filmmaking until after 1930, one
can argue that silent movies fit into the film scoring techniques of the Classic Hollywood
Style because they can contain some of the same sound aesthetics. In fact, silent film
scores like The Phantom of the Opera served as gradual steppingstones to the recorded
sound scores of the early 1930s. In Kathryn Kalinak’s Settling the Score: Music and the
Classic Hollywood Film, she notes that silent film scores are essentially prototypes of the
Classic Hollywood Film score.21 When asked about the Hinrichs and Winkler score to
The Phantom of the Opera being a steppingstone to modern film scoring, Dennis James
has stated “Of course it is, as confirmed directly to me by many veteran film musicians
after either performing the work within the instrumental ensembles and/or attending one
of my live performances over the years.”22

Wochna, “Subject & Course Guides: Film Studies: Classic Hollywood Cinema.”
Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film, 40.
22
James, Accompanying Phantom of the Opera.
20

21
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Diegetic Music
Diegetic music is music that is perceived as being performed live within the
movie itself. An example of this from a more recent film is found in the 20th Century Fox
film, Star Wars (1977). A notable diegetic moment occurs when the main characters walk
into a cantina, and viewers can clearly see and hear a band playing in the background.
Indeed, scenes like this are ubiquitous in modern films.
While not quite as common in silent movies, instances of diegetic music are
certainly seen. In Kalinak’s Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film,
the author states it would most likely present itself in the form of an actor or small group
of actors crudely performing on the screen which the live musicians would attempt to
match. This would present a difficult challenge for movie house musicians trying to
provide optimal synchronization.23
However, this was less problematic for The Phantom of the Opera because the
points of diegetic music occur during moments when a production of Gounod’s Faust is
being portrayed on the screen. The most notable usage of this is during the scene of
Christine’s abduction by the Phantom (Disc 2, 0:15:16). Here, Christine is singing the
aria “Le Roi de Thule” from Faust with full orchestral accompaniment (Example 3.3,
3.4). The conductor of the orchestra performing the score live with the film has to cue a
vocal soloist right at the moment Christine’s mouth moves on-screen to give the effect
that she is actually singing the aria. The aria abruptly stops when she screams, and the
Phantom abducts her.

23

Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music and the Classical Hollywood Film, 56.
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Example 3.3 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 37, mm 1-14
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Example 3.4 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 37, mm. 15-21

Non-Diegetic Music
Non-diegetic music occurs when the score is merely accompanying the action onscreen, further illustrating the narrative being told. Non-diegetic material would be
composed to build drama and assist with character development, using practices such as
leitmotifs and mickey-mousing. Mickey-mousing is when the scene is underscored in
greater detail so that the score produces sound exactly on the marks of the action. A
famous example of this comes from the Radio Pictures production of King Kong (1933),
with original score by Max Steiner. In the scene when the character of Ann Darrow is
attempting to escape the clutches of King Kong, Steiner writes the score in a way that
you hear a loud outburst from the brass to underscore Kong’s roar, and sliding glissandos
to underscore Ann’s escape sliding down a rope.
31

Publishers who worked on the silent film scores, like Hinrichs and Winkler,
compiled pieces to underscore different characters or emotions in conjunction with the
timing of each scene. The score to The Phantom of the Opera is no exception to this
aesthetic compositional process. In the scene in which the Phantom is first spotted at the
opera house (Disc 1, 0:09:26), the score indicates to perform Prelude to A Mystery
Drama followed by Shakespearian Sketch No. II (Example 3.5, 3.6) by Maurice Baron.
This section of the score features rapid changes in tempo to mimic someone’s footsteps
for a mickey-mousing effect (6b, m. 1), as well as orchestral outbursts for a big reveal
(No. 6a, m. 14). It is also worth noting that these musical numbers return later in the
movie, sometimes functioning as a leitmotif.
An example of the traditional western catalog in use for a non-diegetic sequence
in The Phantom of the Opera is the “Boat” scene (Disc 1, 0:31:30). In this scene,
Christine has been lured by the Phantom to go on a journey beneath the Paris Opera
House to his lair. Here, Hinrichs and Winkler make the decision to use the “Introduction
to Act I” of Faust (Example 3.7). This is sad, melancholy music composed to foreshadow
the isolation and lonely state of the character of Faust at the beginning of the opera. It
works with the scene’s aesthetic because the scene depicts a journey to the Phantom’s
world of isolation and loneliness.
The improvisatory skills of the organist would also be called upon to provide nondiegetic underscoring. They would have to use musical instincts and either create
something from scratch or use a random piece of organ literature that fits the character of
the action on-screen.24 Before my 2018 performance of the work, Dennis James
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James, Accompanying Phantom of the Opera.
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mentioned in passing that the reason why Bach’s Toccata and Fugue in D Minor became
associated with horror films could have been due to a theater organist, out of a need to
improvise, choose to play it over the opening credits when the Phantom first appears onscreen.
Example 3.5 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 6a, mm. 1-16.
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Example 3.6 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 6b, mm. 1-25
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Example 3.7 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 18, mm. 1-28
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Meta-Diegetic
The term meta-diegetic is a newer term that some film historians have used to
describe sound that cannot be plainly classified as diegetic or non-diegetic. This term was
used in the film course curriculum during my studies at the Peabody Conservatory of
Music. According to noted film historian Robyn Stilwell, this type of classification is
needed because it can be difficult to assign music in the Classic Hollywood Style to one
category or the another.25 To identify when meta-diegetic sound is present, the viewer
needs to look and listen for the music to be crossing what is known as the “Fantastical
Gap.” A sign that the meta-diegetic is occurring is when there appears to be a crossing
back and forth between the two sound settings, hence the term “gap.” Meta-diegetic
sound usually occurs at points of high drama in a film.
A scene from a standard Hollywood film that exemplifies meta-diegetic scoring is
from the Paramount Pictures production The Man Who Knew Too Much (1956). The
scene is the famous cymbal crash sequence. In this scene, the main characters are
attempting to stop an assassination from occurring at a concert hall during a live orchestra
performance. The orchestra during that sequence is performing a piece of music entitled
Cantata: The Storm Clouds. The orchestra can be seen performing this composition
(diegetic). However, the scene cuts back and forth from the orchestra performing the
piece to the protagonists of the story, who are attempting to stop the assassination from
occurring (non-diegetic). When the scene cuts to the protagonists, the score does not cut
or fade out. It instead underscores the action. As the tension in the scene builds, so does
the volume of the orchestra’s performance. The climax of this scene occurs when a

25

Stilwell, “The Fantastical Gap between Diegetic and Nondiegetic,” 186.
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gunshot goes off coincidentally with the climax in the orchestra’s performance with a
cymbal crash. The combination of a live performance occurring and underscoring of the
narrative of the scene is what makes this meta-diegetic music or scoring.
Meta-diegetic music is relatively rare in silent films, but Phantom of the Opera
does include one prominent example. During the famous “Chandelier” scene (Disc 1,
0:22:45), the singer on-screen is singing the aria “The Jewel Song” from Faust. The
orchestra is accompanying the film with the live opera singer singing that same aria
(diegetic). However, once the Phantom appears and the lights in the opera house start to
flicker, the organ improvises and plays dissonant chords at the same time as the aria
(Example 3.8). This begins in measure 122 of musical number 13. This twisted blend of
opera aria and dissonant chords shows the music crossing the gap between what is
physically being played/sung on-screen and the terrified mindset of the characters. That
dissonance could represent the singer’s state of mind, the orchestra in the movie
becoming distracted and producing wrong notes, or maybe it represents the maniacal
laugh of the Phantom. The scene concludes with a cymbal crash that depicts the sound of
the chandelier hitting the ground. It is worth noting that neither Hinrich nor Winkler
noted that this clashing of music should occur. However, according to Dennis James, it
was common practice for the theater organist to again use improvisation to underscore
the narrative of what was occurring on-screen, even if it meant playing over the orchestra.
Regardless of how the sound is produced, there is ambiguity regarding which side of the
spectrum it falls on and thus should be labeled as meta-diegetic.
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Example 3.8 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 13, mm. 110-126
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CHAPTER 4
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is no secret that many silent films present negative stereotypes that would not
be culturally appropriate today. Furthermore, some of the scores that accompany these
movies also possess movements with offensive titles that may or may not underscore
these stereotypes. Conductors should be careful when programming any silent film for
live orchestral performance, so that offensive content is not presented to the audience.
The silent film The Phantom of the Opera on its own does not possess any
problematic content. However, the musical score to The Phantom of the Opera contains a
musical number entitled Oriental Furioso (Example 4.1). The title may be considered
offensive, and this leaves the conductor with a difficult decision to make.
Evaluating silent film scores for offensiveness can be complicated. Rodney Sauer
has stated in multiple conversations that stock pieces can be interchanged when
accompanying a silent film. So, if a conductor comes across a title in a silent film score
that is deemed insensitive, then one could simply utilize resources such as the Mont Alto
Photoplay Music catalog to find a stock piece that fits the character of the scene to
replace the offensive one. However, making this determination does come at the possible
expense of the composer’s or arranger’s intentions.
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Example 4.1 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 6c, mm. 1-20
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When asked about the idea of making movement replacements in a silent movie score,
Rodney Saurer states,
I believe that you can do anything you want. The reason they are called “silent
films” is because they do not have a definitive score. Just as there’s no rule that
you have to have men play women’s parts in Shakespeare. And a word in a
composition’s title must be seen in context. “Dramatic Oriental Agitato” is not
really a negative stereotype; it’s not a description of people. It’s a description of a
form of musical composition that includes “exotic,” non-traditional harmonies
and scales. Such pieces can be excellent and appropriate, even for scenes where
all of the characters are Europeans.26
Following that criteria, what is left to be considered is looking at the usage of the
music in the context of the film itself. Oriental Furioso is used during fast sequences of
action to underscore characters running around in panic on the screen. The only reason I
can discern why the piece has that title is because of the usage of a modal melodies and
harmonies throughout the movement. This classification appears to be given in the same
way well-known composers from the late 19th and early 20th century would use similar
titles in their works when that musical phenomenon occurs (i.e., Tchaikovsky,
Stravinsky, etc.). Furthermore, the title of the movement is not shown in the original
Hinrichs and Winkler piano score nor does it appear in the musicians’ parts. So if the
conductor is willing to overlook this title, the score will function okay as the rest of it
does not possesses anything offensive or culturally insensitive.

26

Sauer, Compiling Silent Film Scores.
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CHAPTER 5
PERFORMANCE AND REHEARSAL CONSIDERATIONS
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
There are specific production costs associated with producing a live screening of
The Phantom of the Opera with an orchestra. The score and set of parts will need to be
acquired in advance of the performance from Dennis James Productions (Appendix B).
For technical needs, an organization responsible for producing a live screening will
require a film projector capable of running the DVD discs as well a large screen where
the film can be rendered clearly on for the performance. If the venue where the screening
takes place does not possess an organ, one will need to be rented. In addition to using an
orchestra the size of either of the recommended instrumentations, a performance will
require the hiring of a soprano and an organ soloist (Appendix B). An individual will also
need to be hired to work in a stage management role. This individual will be responsible
for running the film for the duration of the performance and any associated dress
rehearsals.
TECHNICAL/LOGISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The score and set of parts come with two DVD discs that correspond to each act
of the film. As stated previously, these discs contain David Shepard’s digital transfer of
the 1929 reissue of the film, which matches the score. The film needs to be projected on a
large screen that is to hang above the orchestra. The musicians should not be obstructing
the view of the screen for the conductor or the audience.
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The conductor cues the start of each act of the film to whomever is serving in the
stage management role for the performance. For act one, the conductor is to start
conducting the overture and then, at its conclusion when cutting off the final bar, cue a
single timpani roll on an A natural. This timpani roll serves as the cue for the stage
manager or technician to start the act one disc as well as the segue into the first musical
number in the score. Once the main title of the film comes into focus on the screen, the
timpani roll is cut off, and musical No. 1 starts (Example. 5.1). For act two, the conductor
leads the orchestra through the entr’acte and then, at its conclusion, the stage manager or
technician should start the act two DVD. The conductor begins No. 27 in the score
promptly when the film begins. It is the conductor’s responsibility to communicate all of
this to the individual serving in the stage management role.
Example 5.1 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 1
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The score presents the logistical challenge of requiring an organ for the
performance. The original performances of this piece would have employed the use of a
theater organ, which includes a different array of stops than a standard pipe organ.
However, a standard pipe organ will work for the piece and, an electric organ with ample
stops could also be used. It is recommended that conductors and organists discuss the
specifications of the available instrument(s) before committing to performing the piece
SYNCRONIZATION
The conductor is responsible for synchronizing the score with the organ soloist
and the film. Either the organ plays alone or occasionally doubles what the orchestra has.
The conductor does not need to accompany the organ soloist in the traditional ways as
they normally would someone performing a concerto. Either the organ plays solo alone,
or occasionally doubles what the orchestra has.
The conductor starts each act of the performance with either the overture or the
entr’acte respectively. All of the movements of each act are to be played consecutively
with attaccas from one to the next. To set the correct pace for each scene, it is important
to follow the handwritten tempo marks (Appendix A) at the beginning of each musical
number in the score. The handwritten notes describing the scene or the title above the
staff should serve as aids for maintaining the tempo or to start a possible tempo
manipulation, if one should be needed. This is a common occurrence, as Lang and West
note that the movie house musician needs to be quick-thinking and possess
“psychological insight” should a moment like this occur.27

27

Lang and West, Musical Accompaniment of Moving Pictures.
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The conductor is also responsible for cueing as well as taking cues from the
theater organist. If an organ solo number is following a full orchestra number, the
conductor needs to give a cue to the organist so they can either start the solo number or
vamp in case the orchestra pacing is off from the film for any reason. The conductor will
take cues from the theater organist when they finish their solo numbers. While their part
is not written out in the score for their solo movements, they follow the same film cues
which are written out by hand on the organ solo pages. As the scene is concluding, the
conductor should make eye contact with the theater organist, and listen for a tonic or
dominant harmony to know that the scene is ending. The theater organist sustains that
harmony to link the movement with the start of the next scene. The conductor should
always start the next scene based on the film cue in the score.
REHEARSAL TIMELINE
Being that this score is slightly over one and a half hours long, it is important to
be organized with how the rehearsal time is structured. I was once afforded the luxury of
having three weeks of rehearsals. However, I also have experience preparing the
performance with only two rehearsals. In any scenario, the orchestra needs to be prepared
in such a way that it is synchronized with the film as much as possible. Due to the
logistics of the organist (as with many soloists) only being present in the dress rehearsal,
the final rehearsal should only be about syncing the score with the organist and the film.
Therefore, the non-diegetic points of the score, where there are rapid changes in tempo to
underscore action, should be prioritized.
For example, if we look again at Maurice Baron’s Shakespearian Sketch No. II
(Example 5.2), we can see rapid accelerandi followed by sudden “a tempo” markings (m.
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3, 8, 13, 18). When rehearsing this work with students from the Jacobs School of Music,
Dennis James commented to the students and I that even the best ensembles in the world
struggle to watch the conductor for these rapid changes in speed starting at measure three.
What does make targeted rehearsing of these segments easier is the fact that the same
music is featured during multiple points in the film.
Example 5.2 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 6b, mm. 1-25
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An example of the music from Faust being difficult to sync is at the very
beginning of the film in musical number three. This is the movement from Faust entitled
“Les Nubiennes.” It needs to be timed with an orchestra, a conductor, and the ballet
dancers seen in the film. (Example 5.2). Again, this is another instance where the
orchestra needs to be familiar enough with the music to be able to watch the conductor
for sudden changes in tempo. For this reason, it is recommended that the DVD of the
movie be on a playable device in the rehearsal room to practice the synchronization in
real time.
Example 5.3 The Phantom of the Opera, No. 3, mm. 1-50
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TEMPO CONSIDERATIONS
Knowing the tempos for each musical number is not only important for
synchronization of the score to the film, but also for playability. There are a few fast
tempos that can be difficult to play. Examples of this are musical number 28b (which is a
very fast can-can) and musical number 50 (which is a re-scored organ toccata). For a
complete list of tempi, see Appendix A. If the conductor needs to change any tempos, this
should be communicated to the organ soloist prior to any rehearsal which they are
present.
WORKING WITH THE VOCAL SOLOIST
As stated previously, the score features two arias from Faust. These are “The
Jewel Song” and “Le Roi de Thule.” As with any setting involving an opera singer, it is
important to study those arias in the same way a conductor would study any operatic
music. The conductor must not only have an operatic vision with the arias, they must also
study the film scenes in detail to see how the actresses’ mouth moves on-screen for
optimal synchronization. It needs to be understood that fitting the arias with the film
takes priority over artistic liberty. Therefore, the conductor and the soprano will need to
rehearse so that optimal synchronization is achieved. While these are solo operatic arias
for the voice, it is common for the singer to be positioned between the first and second
violins and to be amplified with a microphone for the performance. This is done so as not
to draw audience attention away from the film, and to improve the sightline between the
conductor and the singer.
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WORKING WITH THE PERCUSSIONISTS
The score calls for two percussionists and one timpanist but is quite vague when it
comes to percussion cues. If possible, the conductor should spend some time with the
percussion parts prior to the first rehearsal to pencil in major percussion cues. However,
this can be problematic because there is only one set of restored parts in existence, and
the conductor may be on a shortened timeline.
In addition, it is recommended that the conductor meet with the percussionists
prior to the first rehearsal to discuss two important issues. The first of these is the
requirement that the percussionists add non-musical sound effects to highlight actions on
the screen. These sound effects are not notated in the parts, and it is the conductor’s
responsibility to communicate where and how they are to be played. For the points in the
score where these sound effects occur, see Appendix A.
The second issue to be worked out is the need for the percussionists to assume
independence of their parts because, short of writing the percussion parts out in the
conductor’s score, it is not possible to track all of the percussion notation. In rehearsals
and performances, the conductor can help the percussionists by following the guidelines I
have recommended in Chapter 3 for knowing the phrasings of the musical numbers, and
by conducting clearly at major climaxes.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND NEED FOR FURTHER STUDY
With this study, the conductor has been presented with a guide that can be used to
assist in the preparation of The Phantom of the Opera under a variety of different
rehearsal circumstances. Furthermore, this study links silent film music to modern film
scoring and the Classic Hollywood Style.
The need for future study stems from the fact that The Phantom of the Opera is
but a single film with live score from a massive catalog in this genre. Yet, for a variety of
different reasons, much of this music largely goes unperformed. It would be beneficial to
use the layout of this study with other silent films scores to see if the criteria fit with
those other films. This could be done for purposes of historical research, boosting
awareness of additional film repertoire, and providing conductors with more tools to
conduct other silent film scores. This research would greatly benefit the demand on
orchestras to program more film music.
It is important to note that a challenge in studying other silent film scores is that,
unlike The Phantom of the Opera, their scores are often in the form of a cue sheet (Figure
6.1). Cue sheets only show incipits of music or the style of music that is needed for
accompanying a silent movie. When working with a cue sheet, Rodney Sauer’s “FAQ”
page states:
A “cue sheet" was sort of a cheat sheet for the musical director that would be sent
with or ahead of a film to give hints as to what pieces would work with the film
(see an example below). The cue sheet lists the "cue" (action or title) to watch for
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in the film, the title, composer, and publisher of a suggested piece to be played,
and a few opening measures of the violin part. Note that this is not enough to play
a score from, but just enough to give musicians an idea of the kind of music is
being called for so that they can make informed substitutions.

Figure 6.1 Example of a Cue Sheet
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There are numerous archives and sources available to aide a conductor to
assemble music for a silent film. For example, the Gillian Anderson text serves as a
helpful guide to learn how to obtain the cue sheets and/or performing materials for
several films.
There also have been modern commissions to accompany silent movies. While
compiling films scores into piano reductions may be a practice of the past, the film and
the score will always have aesthetic characteristics that will need to be studied for
optimum synchronization. In theory, the same format could be applied to a modern
commission and could potentially aid in the score study process of a new work.
Regardless, The Phantom of the Opera will always have a popular presence in
today’s concert halls, and conductors will need the information contained in this study to
be able to authentically perform it. When I asked Dennis James why he feels this film
from 1925 remains so popular, he did attribute some of it to interest generated by Andrew
Llyod Webber’s musical of the same name. Still, he noted parallels between the
musical’s success and the original film’s success with how the telling of the story has a
major effect on the audience. He further added, “there is a saying in the silent film revival
community . . . proven correct for my last 50 plus years in this business: No one has
EVER lost money on showing Phantom of the Opera!”28

28

James, Accompanying Phantom of the Opera.
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APPENDIX A
ERRATA AND CLARIFICATION OF HANDWRTTEN MARKS
This section serves to provide clarification of handwritten marks of screen cues,
titles, tempos, as well as unclear corrections of the music deemed valid. Locations in the
score are denoted by measure number. Scene descriptions are written in caps. Titles are
noted with quotation marks. Marks have been organized chronologically by musical
number. Solo organ movements are titled with “organ solo.”
Overture
Tempo: at the conductor’s discretion
m. 173- the cutoff after the fermata
should serve as the preparatory beat to
the timpani roll that starts No. 1

Start with “film conductor”
m. 14- CONDUCTOR’S ARM PUMPS
AND THEN CUTOFF
m. 15- place chords with the conductor
on the film

No. 1 organ solo
The timpani roll for the segue should be
held until the film title comes into focus

m. 16- BALLET DANCERS GET SET

No. 2
Tempo: Quarter-note to 108

m. 19- BALLET BEGINS, dotted half
note to 72

Start on title “Sanctuary of Song Lovers”

m. 51- SMALL GROUP OF DANCERS

m. 9- OUTSIDE

m. 77 – fade out, play through title
“Melody flows through…”

m. 13- INTERIOR
No. 4 organ solo
MEN SIGNING PAPER
“Now the Notary’s Seal…

m. 17- CURTAIN DRAWS
m. 18- long fermata, cut off is the prep
to the next number.

THEY GET UP TO LEAVE

No. 3
Tempo: Dotted half-note to 88

“It is barely possible…”
“The attendant of box five…”
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“You jest Messieurs. We are not
Children”

m. 17- wait, go on CLOSEUP OF MAN
m. 21- 1st time, “The Phantom…”

MEN BOW, LEAVE
m. 22- 2nd time, “Yes he did…”
MEN SIT DOWN (start 5a)
m. 25- 1st time, “We saw...”
No 5a
Tempo: Dotted half-note to 72

No. 6b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 120

m. 1- MEN SIT, go on BALLET
SCENE

Start on INSPECTOR AT BOTTOM OF
THE STAIRS

m. 15- fade out, no ritard
m. 12- “That man…”
No. 5b organ solo
“Who occupies box five?”

m. 22- “Joseph…”

“I have only seen the cloaked figure”

m. 26- Quarter-note to 92

“Is it the Phantom”

m. 35- MAN WITH HEAD

ENTER BOX, SEE PHANTOM, THEY
LEAVE, RETURN TO THE BOX,
PHANTOM IS GONE, THEY RUN
INTO THE HALL

m. 43- “His eyes…”
m. 55- “His nose...”
m. 61- MOVES FINGER IN A CIRCLE

THEY GRAB HANDS (start 5c)
m. 66- remove the “piu lento”
No 5c
Tempo: dotted half-note to 72

m. 66- “Have a care…”

m. 19- OVERHEAD VIEW

m. 73- “Come, I’ll show you”

m. 31- put fermata on the last note, cut
off on the curtain. Start 6a on
APPLAUSE

m. 84- BALLET DANCERS AT THE
BOTTOM OF THE STAIRS
m. 86- MAN DOWNSTAIRS

No 6a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 12

m. 89- “I saw him there”

Start on MAN BACKSTAGE

m. 91- STAGEHAND

m. 14 PHANTOM

m. 92- Stop on stagehand close-up
Silence, be ready for next number when
SHADOW OF PHANTOM appear

m. 16- cesura is valid
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No. 6c
Tempo: Quarter-note to 144

m. 23- “Don’t worry…”
m. 33- STAGE SCENE

Start on STAGEHAND’S ARMS UP
m. 35- MEN
m. 7- UPSTAIRS
m. 36- CURTAIN CLOSES
m. 12- IN OFFICE
No. 9 organ solo
“I hear a lot of rumors Raoul, be careful”

m. 15- KICKS STAGEHAND
No. 7 organ solo
Carlotta’s mother enters office

LEAVES BOX
APPLAUSE

“My daughter…”
BACKSTATGE
LETTER
No. 10
Tempo: Quarter-note to 92

“No ghost will frighten Carlotta!
Wednesday evening you will hear her
sing.

Use solo violin option for this number

MOTHER LEAVES

Start when RAOUL ENTERS
DRESSING ROOM

FADE
m. 8- “At last…”
No. 8
Tempo: Quarter note to 60

m. 15 “I can never…”

Start on “Wednesday Night…”

m. 18 KISS

m. 3- End of title, dotted quarter-note to
60

m. 21- RAOUL LEAVES
m. 23- hold fermata on CHRISTINE, cut
fermata on RAOUL in hallway,

m. 5- SCENE
m. 9- ANGEL APPEARS

No 11
Tempo: Quarter-note to 66

m. 13- MEN
m. 14- CLOSE-UP OF ANGEL

Start when CHRISTINE LOOKS UP
THEN DOWN

m. 17- MEN

m. 8- “Christine Tonight…”

m. 18- “What is…”

m. 9- SHADOW
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m. 10- CHRISTNE

m. 12- Go with the singer on the film

m. 10- Slower tempo

m. 22- BOX

m. 11- RAOUL

m. 26- AUDIENCE

m. 13- SHADOW WITH HAND UP

m. 28- take time (In 3)

m. 14- “To you I have…”

m. 31- A tempo (In I)

m. 17- SHADOW

m. 36- SINGER

m. 18- RAOUL

m. 45- CLOSEUP OF ENVELOPE

m. 19- SHADOW SHAKES FINGER

m. 51- take time (In 3)

m. 22- “But I warn you…”

m. 57- BOX

m. 25 CHRISTINE

m. 60- SINGER

m. 27- “Soon Christine…”

m. 61- A tempo (In 1)

m. 28- slower tempo

m. 64- RAOUL

m. 30- “Call for me”

m. 69- “I cannot”

m. 32- put a fermata on beat 1, cut to
percussion on beat two when the
SHADOW is on-screen for the thunder
cue, end on beat three when
CHRISTINE is on-screen ending on the
fade.

m. 69- ritard (In 3), follow soprano
soloist
m. 74- RAOUL
m. 76- RAOUL LOOKS TO THE
RIGHT

No 12 Organ solo
“In Mlle. Carlotta’s…”

m. 79- SINGER

LETTER

m. 84- Lento

“Christine Daae’s friends…”
PHANTOM PUTS LETTER ON DESK
MEN READ LETTER (warning cue for
vocal soloist)

m. 87- MEN IN BOX
m. 91- SINGER
m. 92- start accelerando

No. 13
Tempo: Quarte-note to 152
Start a few seconds after the title appears

m. 93- GETS PEARLS
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m. 95- Puts on Pearls

m. 145- 2nd time, CHANDELIER

m. 100- MIRROR

m. 147- hold fermata until “Behold…”
title, attacca to 13b

m. 101- STANDS
No. 13b
Organ plays as timpani and percussion
make thunder effect

m. 103- Go with film
m. 104- slower than beginning, quarternote to 138.

Conductor will need to cue the
Chandelier crash, this will also function
as the prep beat for No. 14. Give the cue
when the chandelier falls

m. 108- ARM UP
m. 118- Slower tempo
m. 122- LIGHTS FLICKER

No. 14
Tempo: Quarter-note to 152

m. 123- Slower

m. 5- RAOUL

m. 125- BOX

m. 10- CHRISTINE

m. 126- Slower, hold fermata on last
note until after CHRISTINE, resume
when she continues singing.

m. 12- RAOUL

m. 128- Hold fermata through the
BLACK OUT, resume when
CHRISTINE SINGS.

m. 21- CURTAIN CLOSES

m. 134- BOX

m. 25- MOB ON STAIRS

m. 135- LIGHT BOARD

m. 40- RAOUL AND INSPECTOR,
segue to No. 15

m. 17- CAST ON STAGE

m. 24- INSPECTOR

m- 137- Singer
m. 138- No fermata

No. 15
Tempo: Quarter-note to 72
m. 3- RAOUL LEAVES

m. 139- repeat is good, no vocal soloists
the 1st time through, slow tempo,
PHANTOM IS SEEN

m. 4- PHANTOM
m. 6- RAOUL

nd

m. 142- 2 time, SINGER
m. 7- INSPECTOR

st

m. 143- 1 time, FADE
m. 13- RAOUL IN ROOM

st

m. 144- 1 time, BOX
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m. 14 – Ritardando, DOORKNOB

m. 1- Phantom goes out of camera focus,
observe the first fermata only

m. 16- Cut off fermata on start of title
m. 4- DOWN THE STAIRS
No. 16 organ solo
“Christine, I have come for you”

m. 7- HORSE

“I am ready”

m. 16- HORSE GOES, observe the first
fermata only

“Walk to the mirror”
m. 18- SECOND SET OF ARCHES
RAOUL TRIES TO FOLLOW
m. 21- BRIDGES
No. 17a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 120

m. 22- Observe only the first fermata

Start on CHISTINE INSIDE THE
PASSAGE

m. 23- Maintain tempo, DOWN SLOPE
m. 26- CHRISTINE ON HORSE

m. 8- Raoul
m. 33- “And a black lake…”
Silence before 17b
m. 44- LAKE
No. 17b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 76

m. 45- IN BOAT

Start on PHANTOM’S HAND
TOUCHES CHRINSTINE’S
SCHOULDER

m. 52- BOAT CLOSER

m. 15- “Christine, it is I…”

m. 71- DOOR SLAMS

m. 20- GRABS HAND

No. 19 organ solo
PHANTOM APPROCHES, HE
KNEELS DOWN AND KISSER HER
DRESS.

m. 65- OUT OF BOAT

m. 23- THEY GO DOWNSTAIRS
m. 26- “Look not upon…”

No. 20
Tempo: Quarter-note to 80

m. 31- Ritardando
m. 32- Fermata, segue to No. 18 when
Phantom goes out of camera focus

Start on title “I have brough you here…”
m. 6- Start con moto

No. 18
Tempo: Quarter Note to 76

m. 7- “Because I Love You…”
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m. 16- “For long weary…”

m. 4- CLOSEUP

m. 17- Piu Mosso

m. 16- FADE TO CROWD

m. 21- “So that which is good…”

m. 19- FADE, attacca to 24

m. 29 CHISTINE TURNS, move tempo

No. 24
Tempo: Quarter-note to 66

m. 32- Hold fermata then, cut off and
attacca to No. 21a when CHRISTINE
RUNS AWAY AND STOPS
BETWEEN THE PILLARS.

Start on title “The night passed…”
m. 2- 2nd time, ROOM
m. 5- 2nd time, LETTER

No. 21a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 126

m. 6- 1st time, EYES OPEN

m. 1- CHRISTINE RUNS INTO
BEDROOM

m. 11- 1st time, GETS UP

m. 6- SHE TURNS, fermata on last

m. 12- SHOES

m. 7- CHRISTINE STOPS AT WALL

m. 14- 2nd time, hold final chord until
CHRISTINE HEARS ORGAN

m. 9- PHANTOM
m. 15- DRESS
m. 14- “That is where I sleep…”
m. 19- PICKS UP DRESS
m. 24- “It keeps me reminded…”
m. 26 MIRROR, D.C. al fine
m. 31- “You are the Phantom…”, segue
to 21b after title.

No. 25a organ solo
Long solo, use CLOSEUP OF SHEET
MUSIC as warning cue for 25b.

No. 21b
Tempo: Slightly slower than 21a
m. 1- “If I am the Phantom…”

25b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 72
Start when PHANTOM TURNS
m. 3- “Since I first…”

m. 7- 1st time, “Men once knew me…”
No. 22 organ solo
CHRISTINE FAINTS, PAHTOM
TAKES HER TO THE BED, SHUTS
DOOR
Start No. 23 on the FADE

m. 5- Hold fermata until PHANTOM
GOES TO PLAYS ORGAN
25c organ solo
Very short, warning cue for 25d when
PHANTOM TURNS AROUND AGAIN

No. 23
Tempo: Quarter-note to 160
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25d
Tempo: Quarter-note to 72

Start when FILM ROLLS

Play during title “Yes listen…”

m. 1- Letter

25e organ solo
CHRISTINE PONDERS REACHING
FOR THE MASK, SHE WILL REACH
FOR THE MASK TWO TIMES. Start
26a on UNMASKING.

m 12- End on beat two, segue to 28a on
Fade

26a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 152

m. 1- “One night…”

No. 28a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 120

m. 17- Fast cut off, attacca to 28b as
soon as orchestra finishes page turns.

Start on UNMASKED PHANTOM
m. 3- cue scream from vocal soloist

No. 28b
Tempo: Half-note to 96

m. 5- PHANTOM POINTS
m. 9- STAIRCASE
m. 35- Fermata on last note, segue on
title “I shall prove…”

m. 28- CLOWN FALLS DOWN

26b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 76

m. 35- CLOSEUP
m. 51- CHRISTINE

Start on title “I shall prove to you…”
m. 70- CHRISTINE
m. 8- PHANTOM
m. 80- STAIRCASE
m. 10- “But eventually…”
m. 89- CHRISTINE WITH RAOUL
m. 15- CHRISTINE
m. 94- Optional cut
m. 22- CHRISTINE
m. 102- STAIRCASE
m. 32- CHRISTINE GETS UP
No. 29 organ solo
“In the midst…”

m. 34- “Oh I swear it…”
m. 36- Fermata on last note, hold
through FADE. Start Entr’acte at the end
of FADE if no intermission.

PHANTOM DOWNSTAIRS
“Beneath your dancing feet…”
“That sounds like the voice…”
PHANTOM, RAOUL, CHRISTINE GO
UP THE STAIRS

No 27
Tempo: Quarter-note to 138
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No. 30
Tempo; Half-note to 96

m. 93- Slower tempo
m. 98- 2nd time, THEY LEAVE

Start when CROWD BREAKS INTO
DANCE

m. 100- 2nd time, PHANTOM
m. 101- 2nd time, fermata on beat three,
hold through fade.

m. 28- Optional cut
No. 31
Tempo: Quarter-note to 120

No. 32 organ solo
Start 33 after fade

Start on title “High above Paris…”
m. 23- CLOSEUP

No. 33
Tempo: Quarter-note to 80

m. 35- STATUE

m. 2- NOTE

m. 39- “I have seen him…”

m. 9- “This is your man...”

m. 41- RAOUL STANDS

m. 10- No fermata

m. 41- Hold the fermata on the
PHANTOM, go on COUPLE

No. 34 organ solo
“At 9 o’clock…”

m. 45- “He is a monster…”

CARRIAGE OUTSIDE

m. 47- Fermata on beat two, go on
COUPLE.

No. 35a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 84

m. 49- “Mlle. Carlotta under…”

Start when CARRIAGE COMES
AROUND THE SCREEN
m. 3- Hold fermata until CHRISTINE
AND RAOUL TOEGETHER, attacca to
35b

m. 42- Fermata on beat two, go after title
m. 55- COUPLE
m. 57- “I shall be at the stage…”

No. 35b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 80

m. 63- HUG
m. 1- cue trumpet solo
m. 65- PHANTOM
m. 3- CLOSEUP
m. 74- PHANTOM
m. 4- RAUOL TOUCHES NOES
m. 86- STATUE
m. 7- “I have heard him…”
m. 92- PHANTOM
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m. 11- CARRIAGE

m. 16- Wait for CHRISTINE TO PUT
HER HAND ON THE WHEEL

m. 13- PHANTOM
m. 17- PROMPTER
m. 14- COUPLE

m. 18- Repeat is good, 2nd time no
singer.

m. 16- “Believe…”
m. 23- No cesura

m. 22- PHANTOM, have the singer
watch the screen and give Christine’s
scream, attacca to No. 38 immediately
after scream

m. 24- “My barouche is waiting”
m. 34- “Dry your tears…”

No. 38
Tempo: Quarter-note to 132

m. 37- LAST KISS, cut off fermata on
STAGEHAND

m. 6- STAGE
No. 36 organ solo
“Come quick...”

m. 12- CURTAIN

“It was there”

m. 19- LIGHTBOARD

“I saw the body…”

m. 30- INSIDE

“My brother, poor Joseph…”

m. 32- INSPECTOR

“The Punjab lasso…”

No. 39 organ solo
INSPECTOR JOINS RAOUL

“Assassin! Hide Yourself!”
“I think I can…”
LIGHTING ROOM SCENE
BOTTLES ARE SWITCHED, warning
cue for vocal soloist

“Who are you…”
“I am Ledoux…”
MIRROR OPENS

Give upbeat to No. 37 when GUY IN
BACK PUTS SOMETHING DESK

“I found his hiding place…”
No. 37
Tempo: Quarter-note to 80

“Your hand up”
RAOUL AND INSPECTOR DOWN
CORRIDOR, PUTS HAND DOWN,
TRAP DOOR

m. 1- ORCHESTRA/STAGE SCENE
m. 6- Wait, go with CHRISTINE
WHEN SHE STARTS TO SING

“The discovery of this trap door…”

m. 10- “Fear for his brother’s safety”

THEY DROP DOWN
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“I am a messenger…”

No. 43a
Chimes keep going
“Raoul, Raoul, Raoul, my brother, where
are you?”

MESSANGER WALKS ON BY, give
upbeat to No. 40 when RAOUL AND
INSPECTOR WALK OFF SCREEN

No. 43b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 120

No. 40
Tempo: Quarter-note to 144
m. 5- “You lied to me”

Start when PHANTOM GOES TO
ENTRRANCE

m. 13- CHRISTINE CLOSEUP

m. 6- “It seems we have callers”

m. 15- PHANTOM

m. 8- PHANTOM GRABS WIND
TUBE

m. 17- “Ungrateful fool…”
m. 14- CHRISTINE
m. 25- “Now you shall…”
m. 21-TAKES OFF CAPE
m. 27- Add an accelerando to keep pace
with the film

m. 24- RAOUL

m. 36- “No longer…

m. 23- Tempo now Quarter-note to 92

m. 49- Hold fermata until PHANTOM
WALKS BACK AND TURNS

m 33- PHANTOM UNDER WATER
m. 39- No Ritardando

No. 41 organ solo
RAOUL AND INSPECTOR
“We should be within his hiding place
now”
Cue bass drum thud when RAOUL AND
INSPECTOR FALL THROUGH HOLE
IN FLOOR
“We have fallen into the Room”

m. 40- Fermata on beat three, segue to
44a on next title.
44a
Tempo: Dotted quarter-note to 120
Start on title “Christine! Christine!”

No. 42
Tempo: Quarter-note to 154
Start on PHANTOM AND CHRISTINE

m. 28- 1st time, “Your voice…”

m. 9 “I am human…”

m. 47- CHRISTINE’

m. 16- Cut measure off when the alarm
chimes sound (organ)

44b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 96

m. 37- 2nd time, “Look about you…”
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Start when PHANTOM IS OUT OF
WATER

m. 4- CLOSEUP OF CHRISTINE
m. 9- RAOUL

nd

m. 5- 2 time, PHANTOM
m. 11- MOB
m. 6- CHRISTINE IN ROOM
m. 14- PHANTOM BRINGS HANDS
TOGETHER

m. 12- “The callers have departed”
45 organ solo
PHANTOM PLAYS ORGAN

m. 16- MOB
m. 19- “What do you offer?”

“I have discovered the Phantom’s…”
m. 26- “Your answer, quick!”
HE STOPS PLAYING THE ORGAN
m. 35- MOB
PHANTOM WITH ARM RAISED, HE
JUMPS UP (cue for 46a)

m. 39- HOLE APPEARS

46a
Tempo: Quarter note to 96
Start when PHANTOM JUMPS UP

m. 41- SEES HOLE

m. 6- 2nd time, “Perhaps we…”

m. 48- Uncovers hole

m. 11- 2nd time, RAOUL

m. 51- PHANTOM

m. 17- 1st time, “Did you hear voices?”

m. 54- DOOR OPENS

m. 20- 1st time, HEAT

m. 61- PHANTOM GOES TO ORGAN

m. 22- 2nd time, CHRISTINE RECOILS

47 organ solo
“Gunpowder”

m. 43- Start ritardando

m. 27- 1st time CHRISTINE AT
WINDOW, 2nd time MOB

GATE DOWN, MOB IN STREET. AT
GATE AGAIN

m. 30- “Fools…”
Attacca to 48a when PHANTOM
SWINGS AROUND KEYBOARD

m. 33- 2nd time, MOB
m. 34- Immediately attacca to 46b
46b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 144

48a
Tempo: Dotted quarter-note to 120
Start when PHANTOM SWINGS
AROUND KEYBOARD

m. 1 CHRISTINE ON STEPS

m. 11- 1st time, “You have your chance”
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m. 17- PHANTOM WIGGLES FINGER
AT CHRISTINE

49a
Tempo: Quarter-note to 160

48b
Tempo: Quarter-note to 66

Start when CHRISTINE REACHES
FOR SCORPION

Start when PHANTOM POINTS TO
GRASSHOPPER AND SCORPION

m. 5- WATER
m. 8- WATER

st

nd

1 time Organ only, 2 time Orchestra
m. 18- CHRISTINE
nd

m. 1- 2 time, “Turn the grasshopper…”
m. 21- “I’ll do anything you say”
st

m. 3- 1 time, “If you turn…”
m. 33- Optional cut
PHANTOM FOLDS HANDS AND
WALKS AWAY, attacca to 48c on
MOB

m. 35- TRAP DOOR OPENS
49b organ solo
CHRISTINE AND RAOUL, MOB
ALARM CHIMES RING, attacca to 50
when PHANTON RUNS INTO
TUNNEL

48c
Tempo: Quarter-note to 112
m. 1- MOB
m. 3- PHANTOM TURNS

50
Tempo: Quarter-note to 120
m. 1- PHANTOM RUNS INTO
TUNNEL

m. 5- CHRISTINE
m. 8- PHANTOM (fermata on beat
three), cesura is correct

m. 3- MOB DOWNSTAIRS

m. 9- CHRISTINE

m. 6- PHANTOM INSIDE

m. 14- MOB

m. 8- CHRISTINE AND RAOUL

m. 15- CHRISTINE

m. 10- PHANTOM JOINS THEM

m. 18- MOB AT BRIDGES

m. 14- MOB

m. 23- CHRISTINE

m. 18- RAOUL

m. 27- Hold fermata until CHRISTINE
REACHES FOR THE SCORPION,
attacca to 49a

m. 20- MOB
m. 22- RAOUL GETS UP
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m. 25- IN BEDROOM
m. 30- RAOUL
m. 32- RAOUL THROWS BACK
CURTAIN
m. 36- MOB
m. 39- MOB INSIDE
m. 47- CARRIAGE PULLS UP
m. 53- CHRISTINE IN CARRIAGE
m. 56- MOB
m. 66- CHRISTINE
m. 69- PHANTOM
m. 78- 1st time, CARRIEAGE
m. 93- Cut off on beat four, Organ plays
interlude, PHANTOM IS CHASED,
PHANTOM PRETENDS TO HAVE A
BOMB, REVEALS HAND IS
BOMBLESS
m. 94- Go when PHANTOM IS
GRABBED
m. 110- CAST/CREDITS
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APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR CONDUCTORS

PART ACQUISITION AND SOLOIST
HIRE:

ADDITIONAL SILENT FILM
REPERTOIRE AND PROGRAMMING
GUIDANCE:

Dennis James
Film Organist, Silent Film Concerts
Crystal City Music
P.O. Box 786
Corning, NY 14830
607-359-2622
Toll Free 855-326-4012
muscur@gmail.com

Rodney Sauer
The Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra
401 Spruce Street
Louisville, CO 80027-1943
rodney@mont-alto.com
www.mont-alto.com
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APPENDIX C
INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPTS
Interview with Dennis James on Accompanying The Phantom of the Opera
Conducted February 2, 2021
Transcripts Codes:
DJ- Dennis James
HD- Hayden Denesha
HD- Please state your name and title for the record, as well as talk a little bit about your
background in the field of accompanying silent movies.

DJ- Dennis James, silent film musician and multi-instrumentalist. I am the world's
leading modern-day, internationally touring silent film musician who specializes in the
authentic performance of the genuine historical music especially composed for these
films. I have been playing piano and theatre organ both solo and together with various
size instrumental ensembles for film events now for well over 50 years in historic movie
theaters around the world as well as concert halls and prestigious presentation sites such
as the Museum of Modern Art in New York, National Gallery of Art in D.C., Mozarteum
in Salzburg and Konzerthaus in Vienna, Austria and Sydney Opera House in Australia. A
repeated recipient of national "Meet the Composer "grants, I am a regular film scoring
performer at film festivals now throughout the U.S.A., Canada, Australia, Korea,
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England, The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, France, Austria and Italy plus frequently
perform at universities, museums and other public presentation sites throughout the
world. My recorded scores can be heard on broadcast and DVD releases from Turner
Classic Movies, Images, Flicker Alley and others. My restored scores for films by
Chaplin, Keaton, Lloyd, Valentino, Gish, Barrymore, Garbo among many others are
performed around the U.S. every year by major ensembles that have included the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Seattle Symphony, Edmonton Symphony among many
others.
“If you have ever experienced a silent film with organ accompaniment by Dennis
James, the beautiful experience will haunt you forever. His musical compilations and his
musical dexterity exude appropriateness and resourcefulness. Within a few minutes, the
word silent disappears from your mind, replaced by the word performance. You are
witnessing a collaboration of actors and a musician who respects and understands all the
elements that went into the creation of a successful photoplay. We are fortunate that a
few examples have been preserved, hopefully for all time.” - Peter Mintun, New York
pianist and cultural historian

HD- In the 1920s, there were no modern aids such as punches/streamers or click tracks to
help musicians/conductors follow a silent movie. How did you go about training yourself
to properly accompany silent films in accordance with the style of the Silent Film era?

DJ- Actually they were attempting to develop some film music scoring synchronizing
aides of that sort, both experimental and actually produced. One successful and actually
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in use was the inclusion of a pictured frame surrounded the projected film image. In the
center-bottom margin was a small, silhouetted image of a conductor waving arms in
synchronization, showing the exact tempo cues enabling the live conductor to match the
music score performance perfectly in performance with the image.
In the beginning simply my own imagination as to what seemed appropriate,
based on 1950’s and 60’ television broadcasts of silent plus early sound films as well as
my viewing experiences with classic 1930’s and 40’s cartoons. Note: The Warner Bros.
cartoon scorings for such characters as Bugs Bunny were composed and conducted by
Carl Stalling who had been a very successful silent film scoring theatre organist
performing in Kansas City (and brought to Hollywood employed at first by his friend
Walt Disney - https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_W._Stalling).
My empathy for film music was demonstrated when I auditioned in the 1960’s to
study with Leonard MacLain, a theatre organist in Philadelphia who had begun his organ
career in 1916 playing to the silent films. In that audition he asked me to play something
at the organ that I really liked to play. I had just a few days before had gone to see the
James Bond movie "From Russia With Love" and I had been so taken with the
soundtrack themes (composed by John Barry) that I'd auto-memorized them during the
watching of the film and was able to play a spontaneous medley of all of the genes and
underscorings at the organ. I went on to study dramatic theatre organ music with New
York based veteran theatre organist & silent film cue composer Dr. C. A. J. Parmentier,
who one of the three original organists who played the three-console equipped Kimball
theatre pipe organ at the famous Roxy Theatre.
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From them I got a genuine feel for the music and, especially the authentic 1920’s
period styles firsthand from these solo organ accompanists. I was then introduced to
Ashley Miller, a New York City-active top professional organist, at the time playing
improvised music cuing for the daily TV soap opera “The Secret Storm.” He invited me
to visit him on the job to witness how professional organists did that work. I got to hang
out at CBS and witness Ashley play live in the national afternoon daily broadcast. In one
ear of the headset was the director telling him what to do, and in the other ear was the
mixed music and show as it was going out over the air waves. He was getting his cues
while playing and they were telling him things like "Now make it [this way]."
In the summer of 1969, at home in New Jersey during my first break after
freshman year studies at Indiana University, Gaylord Carter, the still-touring veteran
silent film player, came in from Los Angeles to perform at the Tower Theatre's Wurlitzer
organ in Upper Darby, Pennsylvania. The film was Douglas Fairbanks in the 1920 silent
film version of “Mark of Zorro" and Gaylord played his own period-traditional
personally created and performed solo score made up of a combination of published
theatre organ generics used in professional scorings of the 1920's plus his own inimitable
improvisation cascades. It was a sold-out house and remember eagerly turning to my dad
at the end, thoroughly impressed by the cheers and standing ovation, and saying to him
those fateful words . . . "I can do that!" I went home that very night after the postperformance reception and pulled out some music paper and wrote out his entire score
from memory. And to this day as a sort of tribute to Gaylord, I build my own score
around Gaylord's work, preserving about 20% of his efforts encased in my own expanded
and industry-sourced historical-preservation work.
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I began playing improvised solo piano scorings weekly for Harry Geduld’s
seminal academic “Introduction to Film History” comp-lit class at Indiana University and
it was during that time I discovered that there were actual original period-published
scores prepared for silent film accompanists to use back in the original exhibitions period.
This discovery came about first by my coming across the first page of the Louis F.
Gottschalk full orchestra part composed/part compiled score to D. W. Griffith's 1919 film
BROKEN BLOSSOMS used as an illustration in the seminal motion picture theatre
history text THE BEST REMAINING SEATS published in the 1960s. I chased down the
author, Ben M. Hall, in New York City (then employed as Time Magazine film critic)
who led me to the archive contacts holding both the complete musical score with full
orchestral parts, and also to obtaining a completely preserved 35mm original print of the
film. That led me to present my first organ plus orchestra screening (with the film’s
primary star actor, Miss Lillian Gish in attendance) at Indiana University filling the I.U.
Auditorium again along with the local Bloomington Symphony Orchestra in the pit.
My next encounter with the actual period-published original scores came about in
my piano solo accompaniment work for those class silent film screenings. The Museum
of Modern Art sent out with their print a copy of the original P/C (piano/conductor part)
from the full orchestra set of parts from the original score for the Paramount Pictures’
1926 BEAU GESTE. This was a true revelation to me, for it combined what I had been
gradually learning from experience the industry-typical compilation assembly scoring
techniques of the time combined with original newly composed material. I was very
surprised to see how well this prepared with synchronization cue indications music fit
exactly with the screen images. My whole concept of how to go about film scoring
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shifted from my hitherto fairly vapid personal score improvisations and sketch
composition efforts over to deciding to pursue genuine revival, historical preservation
efforts with these period-published materials.

HD- We have had the privilege of working together for two performances of The
Phantom of the Opera. Could you describe your relationship (history/background) with
the piece?

DJ- For Halloween night in 1969 I decided to try to perform a full-length solo organ
scoring to the silent film “Phantom of the Opera.” A new friend of mine, Lee Erwin, who
was the leading East Coast veteran silent film playing organist still active, flew out from
New York two weeks before the performance to teach me his own original-composition
approach to scoring silent movies (something he’d begun doing at the very end of the
original silent film era). Lee loaned me some of his own written out original solo silent
film scores to study that he had brought out with him from New York. We met up each
afternoon following my regular classes and we'd talk first about what I'd learned at school
about that day. Then we'd have dinner and after he would teach me about his approach,
actually composing new silent film music. For my Halloween night performance (by the
way a complete sellout in the 3800-seat school auditorium) I began playing my newly
composed score I had prepared with Lee. However, the energy of the occasion was so
great, and I was so inspired, that I almost immediately abandoned my carefully prepared
original composition to improvise what I spontaneously determined to be ever so much
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more closely synchronized and much more theatrically appropriate to that film on the
spot.
I soon began touring throughout the Midwest playing to that film along with
several others gradually added over the next two years. Then during one of my summer
home vacations I was given the published piano-conductor part of the original Hinrichs &
Winkler scoring set that had been kept by Philadelphia theatre organist Vi Eggars from
her having purloined it out of her playing it in the original run of the film. Having that in
hand, I decided to re-construct the score with a complete set of new parts to be able to
perform it again with full orchestra.

HD- You have mentioned in past discussions that this is the Original L.A. premiere score
of the piece (which, by historical account, would be the original score). How did you go
about the restoration process of finding all of the components of the Hinrichs and
Winkler Score?

DJ- I began by contacting the many film music composers, film music collectors, music
archives and various silent film world participants to locate as many of the actual
compilation-source component pieces and parts sets as I could find, and then recreating
the rest following the methods evident in the surviving originals.

HD- This work is a compilation of stock or photoplay pieces as well as original classical
literature. There are moments though where the score just says "organ plays.” What
repertoire do you use in those moments?
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DJ- As an in-joke I decided to build up all of those moments using my university solo
recital organ pieces I had been studying at the time I first performed to the film. I
favored the French Romantic literature and it turned out to be a fairly simple process to
pick and choose appropriate sections of organ works by Caesar Franck, Leon Boellmann,
Henri Mulet and others to fit those moments. I also happened to come across the
England-edition publishers sheet music issue of Bach’s Toccata & Fugue in d minor with
the film poster on the cover and the added banner statement- “As performed in the
musical score for Lon Chaney in PHANTOM OF THE OPERA” so fit that in as well.

HD- There are moments when you improvise in the score. This could be vamping a stock
piece or putting in dissonant chords to highlight an action on the screen. Is this standard
practice for accompanying silent movies and did you find that the narrative of the film
informed those musical decisions?

DJ- Yes to both. My long studies and close conversation with the aforementioned
Leonard MacLain and Gaylord Carter plus the surprising encounter and thorough support
from the then-Los Angeles based Lloyd del Castillo (all veteran major professional
theatre organists to silent film) confirmed these were historically correct practices with
very specific instructions received how to go about when and how to do them within
working with silent film orchestras. Lloyd was the major silent film player in Boston and
a period-chronicler of silent film scoring from the organist’s perspective. He even opened
a school for silent film scoring at the tale end of the silent film period. He told me a major
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job of the organist would be to follow the conductor’s part and fill in both instrumental
parts to cover for missing players within whatever the orchestra at hand, plus to provide
essentially improvised continuo-like doubling of the string ensembles to expand the
effects from the usual few pit-players to build up an organ part in effect making the
whole sound like a 110-piece ensemble.

HD- How many different instrumentations are there of the score? Was it always for
orchestra and organ solo?

DJ- The publisher of these silent film scores provided parts sets that allowed these
compilation scores to be performed in many different, yet industry-standardized varieties
of accompaniment formats. Typical ranges were for piano or organ solo, keyboard plus
violin, keyboard plus instrumental trios & quartets with and without percussion, and then
on to various ever-incrementally larger instrumental groupings such as, for this Hinrichs
& Winkler PHANTOM score, typically:
STANDARD THEATRE ORCHESTRA (36 piece)
8 first violins
2 clarinets (B&A)
6 second violins 1 bassoon
4 violas
2 horns
4 cellos
2 trumpets
2 double bass
1 trombone
1 flute
1 timpani
1 oboe
1 percussion
REDUCED SIZE PIT ORCHESTRA (26 Piece)
4 first violins
2 clarinets (B&A)
4 second violins 1 bassoon
2 violas
2 horns
2 cellos
2 trumpets
2 double bass
1 trombone
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1 flute
1 oboe

1 percussion
1 timpani

HD- You have mentioned in the past there are multiple cuts of The Phantom of the Opera
due to crude editing from the time period. Can this score in theory work with any cut of
the film? Or does it need to be a specific version?

DJ- The version you have performed only matches the very specific major archivepreserved 1929 final release silent with added spoken sound-prologue “man-with-thelantern” scene edition, and then only when screened at the historically correct 20.5 or 21
frames per second. The score requires major revisions, expansions and re-arranging to fit
to any other print, edition or version.

HD- In the margins of the score, there are a ton of handwritten notes that state what’s
occurring on the screen or the text of a title card. This is obviously an aid to help a
conductor pace the score. Who put those markings in, and how was it gone about
ensuring they were placed in the right location?

DJ- The markings of the conductor part you have worked with are an accretion added by
the various conductors who have used that part set over the last 40 years.

HD- A lot of scholars classify film music in Hollywood movies as falling into to three
aesthetic categories: diegetic, non-diegetic, and meta-diegetic (crossing of diegetic and
non-diegetic). Do you feel that if a musician analyzes these characteristics of the score,
they can interpret it better when accompanying the film?
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DJ- Sure, every approach to analysis of any types of music helps understanding and
interpretation. When working with silent film music it is important to be aware of the
perspectives that were in use at the time of the original performances and being able to
differentiate those from later developments and perspectives utilized for post-period
retrospective analysis such as this.

HD- Keeping those same aesthetic traits in mind, do you feel that the score to The
Phantom of the Opera is a steppingstone work to modern film scoring in the Classic
Hollywood Style? People often attribute the beginning of modern film scoring in the
Classic Hollywood Style to sound film composers like Steiner or Korngold. However, in
my opinion I have found that silent movie scores played a part in the evolution of film
scoring techniques still used today in modern sound films.

DJ- Of course it is as confirmed directly to me by many veteran film musicians after
either performing the work within the instrumental ensembles and/or attending one of my
live performances over the years. There were a surprising number of veteran silent filmactive musicians still active in orchestras worldwide throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s
when I began touring and performing this score with:
DENNIS JAMES & SILENT FILM CONCERTS - PHANTOM OF THE OPERA
ORCHESTRAL APPEARANCES
EDMONTON SYMPHONY
Edmonton, Canada
VANCOUVER SYMPHONY
Vancouver, Canada
WINNIPEG SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Winnipeg, Canada
CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Chicago, Illinois
NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Washington, D.C.
BUFFALO PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Buffalo, New York
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DALLAS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Dallas, Texas
SEATTLE SYMPHONY
Seattle, Washington
SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY
San Diego, California
SACRAMENTO SYMPHONY
Sacramento, California
GRAND JUNCTION SYMPHONY
Grand Junction, Colorado
AUSTIN SYMPHONY
Austin, Texas
TUCSON SYMPHONY
Tucson, Arizona
TULSA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Tulsa, Oklahoma
DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Detroit, Michigan
ANN ARBOR CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Ann Arbor, Michigan
CINCINNATI POPS ORCHESTRA
Cincinnati, Ohio
COLUMBUS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Columbus, Ohio
PALACE THEATRE ORCHESTRA
Marion, Ohio
SOUTH CAROLINA PHILHARMONIC
Columbia, South Carolina
NAPLES PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Naples, Florida
FLORIDA SYMPHONY
Tampa, Florida
ORCHESTRA OF ILLINOIS
Chicago, Illinois
LINCOLNWOOD CHAMBER ORCHESTRA Lincolnwood, Illinois
INDIANAPOLIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA Indianapolis, Indiana
FORT WAYNE PHILHARMONIC
Fort Wayne, Indiana
LOUISVILLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Louisville, Kentucky
PACIFIC SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Costa Mesa, California
CALIFORNIA PHILHARMONIC
Los Angeles, California
NEW WEST SYMPHONY
Los Angeles, California
MADISON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Madison, Wisconsin
BINGHAMTON POPS ORCHESTRA
Binghamton, New York
NATIONAL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Washington, D.C.
CONSERVATORY ORCHESTRA
Cincinnati, Ohio
BLOOMINGTON SYMPHONY
Bloomington, Indiana
HD- Are you the only person who performs the original score to The Phantom of the
Opera?

DJ- I understand there are several versions of the Hinrichs-Winkler now republished and
easily available score being performed these days.
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HD- You have mentioned in past discussions about how a full score is in the process of
being compiled. Who is working on that project, and when could that score be expected
as a potential resource for conductors?

DJ- I am currently in the process of digitizing in a Finale transcription for tour
performance use the same score and parts to PHANTOM OF THE OPERA in my socalled Silent Film Concerts organ & orchestra edition of the Hinrichs & Winkler version
you have been working with so far. I am planning to debut it after the Covid-19 hiatus
predictably ends.

HD- Was there a cue sheet for The Phantom of the Opera and if so, does it still exist
today?

DJ- I don’t recall yet seeing a period-published cue sheet for Phantom, nor a periodpublished suggested cue music scoring cue sheet for Phantom either. The latter very
likely does exist as this was a major studio produced and distributed entity that quite
standard had such an issue.

HD- What are some of the reasons you feel The Phantom of the Opera still has a place in
today’s concert halls?
DJ- Well, for right now it is because Andrew Lloyd Weber knocked off the original 1925
silent film telling of the story, slapped on his approach to music and voila, a hit still
playing worldwide. I happened to attend the OPENING NIGHT of that show in London -
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absolutely hated it, saw all that was stolen from the silent film, by I also saw how
effective it was for the audience that night so told everyone if I had any money I’d invest
in that show because it was guaranteed to be hit. Exactly as why that film stayed popular
all the way through the silent era from when it was made in 1925 to when sound came
in…. And lasted even into the sound era 1929.
There is a saying in the silent film revival community . . . proven correct for my
last 50 plus years in this business: “No one has EVER lost money on showing Phantom
of the Opera!” Almost every one of my Silent Film Concerts screenings now for 50 plus
years have been complete sellouts . . . we sold out every seat every showing in a 7performance run with the Naples, Florida Philharmonic. Dallas Symphony sold out every
set in our 3-performance run, and they added a 4th screening and that sold 2/3 house with
only 24 hours’ notice.
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Interview with Rodney Sauer on Compiling Silent Film Scores
Conducted February 4, 2021
Transcripts Codes:
RS- Rondey Sauer
HD- Hayden Denesha

HD- Please state your name and title for the record.

RS- Rodney Sauer, director of the Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra

HD- Briefly describe your background. How did you become a leading expert in the
performance of Silent Film Scores?

RS- There’s not a lot of competition! My experience comes from my years of practice
scoring films more than research. I have compiled scores for some 150 films, and
collected and performed a lot of music, so I’ve worked out a lot of ideas on how to
approach silent film scoring.

HD- I want to clarify terminology, is all Silent Film music considered “photoplay"
music? Or just the stock pieces. In the case of The Phantom of the Opera, it uses music
from the western catalog in addition to stock pieces.
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RS- I try not to get too hung up on the definition, because there could be a lot of pointless
splitting hairs. I use the term as “music that was published in theater-orchestra
arrangements and was found in the libraries of silent movie orchestras.” For music that
was labeled or titled for silent film music, inclusion in this category is not in dispute.
Light salon music and dance music? I’d say “yes,” though the composer’s intended
audience may have been different. But it would be impossible to score many “modern”
comedies without some dance music. Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries was definitely used
in silent film scores and appears on cue sheets. But if someone wants to argue that it’s not
photoplay music, I won’t waste time arguing. Wagner of course did not intend it for that
purpose. But music publishers made it available for theater orchestras, and cue sheet
compilers used it for that purpose.

HD- A lot of scholars classify film music in Hollywood movies as falling into to three
aesthetic categories: diegetic, non-diegetic, and meta-diegetic (crossing of diegetic and
non-diegetic). Do you feel that if a musician/conductor analyzes these characteristics of
the score, they can interpret it better when accompanying the film?

RS- I don’t know if I’d use the term “analyze.” It’s more like “acknowledge” the
existence of on-screen music. I choose music that plays to the emotions of the scene. If
music is shown being played on the screen, that’s my first choice to try out for that scene.
Sometimes the music shown playing onscreen varies greatly from the music called for
emotionally, and it’s then up to the score compiler to choose what to do.
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Here are two paragraphs that bear on this topic from my essay on Mont Alto's score for
the silent film version of Chicago that I wrote for the DVD booklet:
Another puzzle for musicians is the player piano. If one were to follow the cues
from the screen, a perky piano roll would be playing during two of the most dramatic
scenes in the story -- the shooting of Casely and Amos’ final repudiation of Flynn’s
money and Roxie herself. A case can be made that playing a lively piano roll during these
scenes would add a nice ironic commentary to the film, and from the close-up insert of
the player piano just after the murder, that’s pretty clearly what the director intended. In
reports of the actual murder that the story is modeled on, Beulah Annan played the record
“Hula Lou” over and over during the hours it took for Harry Kalstedt to bleed to death.
The player piano may be a reference to that grisly detail.
Whatever the ironic benefit, the use of piano roll music in these scenes really
would change the overall tone of the film, and in my opinion, undermines the seriousness
of Roxie’s crime and the self-loathing of Amos, respectively. Music for a silent film is
not meant to explicitly recreate sounds from the set -- its job is to support or reveal the
inner emotions of the characters on the screen. In Berliner’s cue sheet, he makes the same
decision I did -- to start the player piano scenes with appropriately peppy music, then
change to more dramatic music when the story’s mood changes. When the onscreen
characters become aware of the piano again, the piano music comes back in, dragging
them back to reality.

HD- When we look at some of the historical texts by Erno Rapee, things are often
discussed in terms of moods, or character. With there being so many stock pieces
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containing so many different characters or moods including ones with ambiguous titles
(i.e., Shakespearian Tone Poem), could looking at the score from a diegetical perspective
expedite the score study process for a conductor with not much experience in the genre?

RS- The titles are a guideline, but the final choice should be made based on the music
itself. The audience is unlikely to ever know the titles of the piece. It’s important to have
some idea of what is in your library and what you’re looking for in a scene. With
experience, you learn to spot important aspects of pieces by just looking at them: for
instance, “Apparitions” by Gaston Borch has a long lyrical section that does not build to a
climax, but “In Pensive Mood” by Irénée Bergé starts in a very similar vein but has a
huge emotional build-up. That structure of the piece is much more important to how it
would be used than anything indicated by the title.

HD- Why do you feel silent films are still prevalent in today’s concert halls?

RS- For the same reason that ballet and opera are still popular. They’re entertaining, and
they are emotionally involving.

HD- Do you think it’s possible for silent films scores to be a more cost-effective
alternative to bring Hollywood Films into our concert halls?
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RS- They are certainly less expensive to put on! The possibilities of the variable-sized
orchestra, and the fact that scores can be assembled in-house certainly suggest a lot of
cost-cutting areas.

HD- Why do you feel The Phantom of the Opera as a silent movie is still popular with
audiences to the point where other individuals or organizations create their own scores to
it?

RS- It had the advantage of great access: the fact that it was allowed to lapse into the
public domain early meant that many 16mm prints of it were manufactured and screened.

HD- Dennis James reconstructed the L.A. premiere score The Phantom of the Opera
from 1925 by Hinrichs and Winkler. Are you aware of any other versions of the Hinrichs
and Winkler score that exist?

RS- Well, here’s the original piano part:
http://www.sfsma.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Phantom%20of%20the%20Opera.pdf
(If you’ve got Adobe Acrobat, rotate all of the pages 90 degrees clockwise, and rearrange
the score notes pages as needed.)
The fact that this version doesn’t follow the continuity we’re used to (the “Who
Occupies Box 5” title doesn’t show up until cue 17, after the scenes in Christine's
dressing room, for instance) tells me that this is probably from the 1925 continuity, not
the 1929 re-release that is usually shown today.
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There are a bunch of other scores out there, including my own version that I perform with
Mont Alto.

HD- There are a lot of negative stereotypes in silent film music. Is it possible to swap
those portions of a silent film score out with a stock piece that suits the action on the
screen while preserving most of a Silent Films’ score? Is that considered authentic to the
genre?

RS- I believe that you can do anything you want. The reason they are called “silent films”
is because they do not have a definitive score. Just as there’s no rule that you have to
have men play women’s parts in Shakespeare. And a word in a composition’s title must
be seen in context. “Dramatic Oriental Agitato” is not really a negative stereotype; it’s
not a description of people. It’s a description of a form of musical composition that
includes “exotic,” non-traditional harmonies and scales. Such pieces can be excellent and
appropriate, even for scenes where all of the characters are Europeans.

HD- Any parting words of wisdom for young conductors who are thrown in to having to
learn a silent film score for the first time?

RS- Dive in! Spend the time you need to. And rehearse to large stretches of film — the
biggest thing for you and the ensemble to get used to is that the film will not wait for you.
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APPENDIX E: RECITALS
HAYDEN DENESHA, conductor
in
GRADUATE RECITAL
USC Chamber Orchestra
Dennis James, organ
Tuesday, October 22nd, 2016
7:00 PM
Darla More School of Business, Johnson Performance Hall
The Phantom of the Opera (1925 silent film accompaniment) Various/arr. Daehler
Chamber Orchestra and Organ soloist

93’
___

Total 93’

Mr. Denesha is a student of Dr. Donald Portnoy. This recital is presented in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the Doctoral of Musical Arts degree in Conducting
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Figure E.1 Copy of Graduate Recital Program No. 2
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Figure E.2 Copy of Graduate Recital Program No. 3
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HAYDEN DENESHA, conductor
in
Graduate Lecture Recital
Wednesday, November 18th, 2020
The Phantom of the Opera (1925); An Analysis of aesthetic principals in silent film
scoring and the Classic Hollywood Style.
Compilation Score to The Phantom of the Opera

35’

Various 15’
___
50”

Mr. Denesha is a student of Dr. Scott Weiss. This recital is presented in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the Doctoral of Musical Arts degree in Conducting
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